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Abstract
The use of ontologies to model historical knowledge is a key aspect of the integration of the information technologies for many historical institutions. The authors of the article summarize the conclusion that for the creation of ontology with culturally-historical knowledge bases the methodology METHONTOLOGY is the most appropriate method. The different stages of the methodology are also considered.
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Introduction
Nowadays, it is clear that the use of computer technologies to preserve and promote the cultural and historical heritage for future generations becomes a major goal for many cultural institutions.

Increasing globalization requires the perception of historical memory as a powerful and valuable resource for spiritual survival and sustainable development of our society. In the era of the creation of large multinational organizations such as the European Union, societies are faced with various problems the most disturbing among which are the mixing of cultures and domination of the strongest of them, which often leads to depersonalization / zoning out smaller ethnicities; an increasingly global introduction of English-language words into local languages; loss of national identity at the expense of the modern world trend - a citizen of the world; loss / neglect of ethnic identity at the expense of the national one. In this respect, the preservation of cultural heritage is a sign of a strategically built policy of unification of the nation. The following basic national targets are outlined - identification of cultural values, physical preservation of heritage, use of national wealth.[4][5]

The need to change the ways of integrating and expanding the possibilities of including folklore by practical implementation for the purposes of education in patriotism.

According to eCultValue, a project funded jointly by FP7 [2] of the European Commission, the current areas of development that focus on work with cultural and historical heritage based on ICT are:

- scientific, educational and entertainment applications related to archaeological monuments and objects; interactive games based on collections; Big Data solutions customized for the growing amount of data related to the presentation of cultural and historical heritage; 3D technologies and virtual reality; methodologies to assist in the search and presentation of content; standards for metadata, related data and semantic technologies; language technologies, automated translation and localization - to facilitate the exploitation and valorisation of digital assets of cultural exhibitions online in a global context; creating links to education - learning outside museums, electronic workbooks; interactive online knowledge tests; computer creativity (for example, digital storytelling) and interdisciplinary research.
It is of great importance that technological solutions are compatible with specific scientific profiles and needs. In many cases, decisions are made for other sectors that switch to adapted products for museums and historical research - this trend must be changed and the software product should be set up for the relevant scientific or applied purpose[3].

As a result of the intensive development of ICT, the opportunities for access to publications in the electronic environment have grown rapidly. Global access to information requires the idea of "no walls" libraries. It is now quite possible to navigate not only in the electronic resources of a library, but in all virtual libraries of computer networks. The global users with unlimited access rights, needs a more flexible and open search system. They should not be bound by the strict rules of cataloging and bibliographic standards.

**Conceptual software approach to presenting semantic information**

Semantic web technologies extend existing data services by enabling data warehouse deployments, creating glossaries of concepts, and setting up data processing rules.[1]

The use of ontologies to model knowledge from specific areas is a key aspect of integrating information from different sources to support collaborative work within virtual communities. Ontologies serve to improve the process of retrieving information and are important for making automated logical conclusions from the knowledge provided. Their popularity is increasing as they offer elegant IT opportunities such as interoperability, information sharing, repeat data usage, etc [7].

Ontologies have a potential for applications that provide a vocabulary for a subject area designed for users and programming systems. They allow the creation of intelligent interfaces. These systems, based on set rules, customize the dialogue with the user on the basis of simple conclusions from the available restrictions on certain properties.

The digitalization of Bulgaria's rich cultural and historical heritage has been the subject of many projects, resulting in the accumulation of a large amount of digital material, the access of which is hampered by the lack of good presentation and structure of the available data.

Sharing common understanding of the structure of information among people and software agents is one of the goals in developing ontologies.

It is widely recognized that building ontologies is an important step in the development of knowledge-based systems. However, there is no clear understanding of the processes of building them. Nowadays, building ontologies is considered rather art, than science. Research in the field is still formal and relies heavily on the expertise gained by the specialists rather than the generalized scientific model.

Procedures for building ontologies include actions that relate to knowledge acquisition, assessment, integration, documentation, and configuration management [6]. They are described in a number of ontology-based methodologies. In our opinion, the methodology describes in the most appropriate way the necessary activities[5]:

1. **Specification**: identifying the purpose and scope of an ontology, determining the intended target group of users, scenarios for its use, the degree of formalities required, the scope of the ontology, including a set of terms which are characteristics of the objects.
2. **Acquisition of knowledge**: represents the accumulation of knowledge from a given subject area. It runs largely parallel to stage (1).
3. **Conceptualization**: Conceptualization reflects human interests and goals, a particular domain can be described and classified differently according to different purposes.
4. **Integration**: obtain some homogeneity in ontologies, the definitions of other ontologies.
5. **Performance**: it is formally presented in a language.
6. **Evolution**: the construction of technical solutions for the assessment of the ontology.
7. **Documentation**: documentation that provides detailed and comprehensive information for each phase and the product as a whole. The process also involves adding documents that come from other activities.
Conclusion

The creation of an ontological model with a folklore knowledge base would contribute to preserving and promoting the cultural heritage of each nation.

Each created model is specific, depending on the area of information it represents. This requires different procedures to be used in order to describe it.

It is clear that building ontologies is still a matter of skill and not of the engineering process of their creation. If ontologies need to realize their potential, it is important to take into account the variety of experience available and an appropriate methodology with a clearly defined scope of application.
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